
 Rates good through Dec 31  st  2023 
 The Joshua Tree Adventure  -  An Open Air Hummer journey and guided hike into Joshua Tree 
 Group Rates 
 $179 pp SPECIAL  (35 to 54) regular $199 pp 
 $199 pp  (21 to 35 ) 
 $229 pp  (15 to 20) 

 (add $50 pp for a hosted barbeque lunch or dinner) 
 Recommended times:  8am to 3 pm (with lunch stop) 

 1 pm to 8 pm (with dinner stop) 
 2 hours less  without meal stop 

 Maximum Group Size: 50 
 Minimum : 15 
 Includes:  H1 Open air Hummers,  comfortable shuttles to Joshua Tree,  National Park expert guides, park entry and 
 an optional lunch or dinner stop for a Western Barbeque meal. 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Tour Description: 
 Your adventure begins with a climate-controlled shuttle that  picks you up from your hotel and whisks your group to 
 the Mojave desert and into Joshua Tree National Park. Here your Hummers will be waiting for you.  Certified National 
 Park Wilderness Guides will educate and entertain your guests on the entire journey. 

 As we are limited to how many guests can be on a particular trail walk at 
 one time, we break your group into two. 

 The first group board H1 Hummers to further explore the park. Enjoy the 
 fresh air and open experience of our military Hummers as we visit some 
 of the most photographed areas of the park. The expert military Hummer 
 driver will share his knowledge about the parks marvels while giving 
 everyone an ADVENTURE in the great outdoors. 

 We begin the Hummer adventure on an old goldmine road to view some 
 of the largest Joshua Tree in the park while passing jaw-dropping views of 
 gigantic boulders millions of years old on both sides of the road. The 
 Hummer tour is guided by a National Park naturalist that will give you a 
 glimpse and deeper understanding of the parks geological and cowboy 
 western past. 



 A couple of spectacular photo stops are also made on your open-air Hummer adventure. 
 One such stop is at one of the highest points in the park. From this point you will be able to see as far as Mexico on a 
 clear day. You will actually see Palm Springs and maybe your resort from a mile high. 



 A SPECTACULAR TEAM BUILDING HIKE 

 The best part of this group event is to allow everyone to soak in the splendor of this awe-inspiring place. Enjoy grand 
 vistas of expansive desertscapes as we journey to a place little changed since the last ice-age retreatred. 

 The 2nd group will join the open air Hummer experience after they are finished with the HIGHLIGHT of the tour - a 
 1.5 hour stop for an optional walk and photo stop with a snack at one of the most spectacular areas of the Park. 

 Once almost inaccessible to the general public, the Barkers Dam area offers a rare glimpse into the past. We see 
 evidence of an old cowboy ranch called Keys Ranch where cowboys ranched the land and gold was being discovered. 
 Our wilderness guide will lead the group into this place of amazing boulders! A nice easy trail takes you back to where 
 there is a fresh water lake. The trail is compact and even paved. It is an easy walk most can do. But, bring some nice 
 walking shoes and a camera. Big Horn Sheep can sometimes be found basking in this hideout between the rock 
 formations. 

 Our Leave No Trace rules requires smaller groups go on to the wilderness trails. We divide the group between those 
 starting on the Hummer Adventure and those who are making the wilderness walk first. There are ancient Indian 
 Petraglyphs in caves along this path. Boulders many million years old are exposed to the surface and have become a 
 mecca for rock climbers around the world. Be assured, everyone in the group will experience both the open air tour 
 into the park in addition to the invigorating hike with our guide into “Indian territory.” 



 OPTIONAL MEAL STOP  -  $50 PP EXTRA - a 1.5 hour Barbeque Lunch or Dinner 

 Now, you’re not in complete isolation. PioneerTown has a place for you to eat and get entertained. 
 Just one, mind you, but what a pleasant surprise !  Pappy & Harriet’s PioneerTown Palace  . Not at 
 all what you’d expect in the middle of nowhere. We are far from the outback biker’s joint 
 stereotypes so often caricatured in Hollywood B movies – empty, sleazy and dirty -. Instead the 
 place is packed, and the music coming from inside sounds fantastic. As you enter a sign above the 
 hostess warns you; “  If in a hurry, you’re in the wrong place  ”, and indeed the waiting list is a mile 
 long. 

 This stop gives your group plenty of time to walk through the makeshift Cowboy Town that is still 
 used today for films. You will probably see plenty of people in full cowboy outfits! 
 (on Tuesdays and Wednesdays we go to the  Joshua Tree Saloon  another Western Saloon just 
 outside of the Park.) 

 WE INCLUDE  : 
 A Choice of 
 ½ Rack of Barbeque Ribs, Burger or Beyond Meat Burger, Full Garden Salad, Salmon 
 Beverage: Soda, Coffee or Tea 
 Beer and cocktails can be purchased separately within the Western Saloon. 

 To reserve contact: Jerry Sybers - Group Sales 
 jerry@adventurehummer.com 

https://www.yelp.com/biz/pappy-and-harriets-pioneertown-palace-pioneertown-4
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g32544-d473299-Reviews-Joshua_Tree_Saloon-Joshua_Tree_California.html


 FAQS 

 Our Vehicles: 

 These are the smoothest off road vehicles in the business. An H-1 Hummer 
 is also the most expensive off road vehicle money can buy. Our vehicles can 
 go where no other vehicle can go and do so with lots of extra space – no 
 more banging knees up against other people in a vehicle not meant for large 
 cargo loads. These vehicles are rated at one ton carrying capacity and offer 
 independent suspension to make the journey smooth as glass. 

 For larger group tours we also will now use Jeeps. 

 Comfort 

 Our vehicles feature stadium seating that face forward. 
 We run our vehicles with no tops most of the year, but we can add 
 one should the sun become a factor in the summer months. 

 We have the highest safety standard in the business. Our vehicles are open air and provide guests with a full sensory 
 experience of the desert. 

 A Hummer is twice the size of a Jeep and offers the most exciting and comfortable way to explore the desert. 

 Our Drivers: 
 We believe the most essential part of our business is our guides who not only make the tour but provide an essential 
 element of safety in the most rigorous off road conditions.  Guides are experts in the knowledge of the desert, it’s 
 geology, botany and Indian lore. They are both entertaining and educational not to mention expert off road drivers. 

 Our Permits: 
 We have National Park and BLM permits for tours on file. We are the leader in tours to Joshua Tree National Park.  We 
 have taken over 35,000 people to the Park. We also have the highest safety standard of any off road tour company in 
 the Desert. 

 To reserve contact: Jerry Sybers - Group Sales 
 jerry@adventurehummer.com 


